Mission Impossible
Two new books offer contrasting pictures of American ambassadors to Russia
SEAN GUILLORY

A

s relations between Russia and the
United States continue to worsen,
one of the unexpected twists in the
unfolding drama has been the dragging of
each nation’s ambassadors into the limelight.
Usually, these diplomatic figures spend most
of their time hosting parties and attending
state ceremonies. But the compulsion to
conjure phantoms has made two recent
ambassadors—Michael McFaul, Obama’s

serious and forceful American engagement.
But simply negotiating with Russia as a trading partner wasn’t enough. When it comes to
foreign policy, McFaul is an unabashed idealist. For him, the United States is not only an
indispensable nation for maintaining geopolitical balance, it has a global obligation
rooted in its messianic “universal values” of
democracy. As he makes clear in his memoir, he believes the United States has a moral

and 1990s, he affectionately refers to them
as “my friends,” “my guys,” and “our side.”
He declares his involvement with the
National Democratic Institute, a Democratic
Party–affiliated nonprofit that promoted
democracy overseas with US government
funds, “the most exhilarating and meaningful work of my professional career.” Yet
he writes that his activism “would haunt
[him] for decades” once he realized he “was

President Barack Obama, National Security Advisor Jim Jones, Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs Bill Burns, and NSC Senior Director for
Russian Affairs Mike McFaul, meet with Prime Minister Vladimir Putin at his dacha outside Moscow, July 7, 2009.

ambassador to Russia from 2012 to 2014,
and Sergey Kislyak, Putin’s ambassador to
the US from 2008 to 2017—into the public
faces of their countries’ treachery.
Bizarre as the current situation is, the role
now being played by ambassadors is not
entirely novel. Diplomats have often been
cast in leading parts in international political
dramas. (“An ambassador resembles in some
way an actor exposed on the stage to the eyes
of the public in order to play great roles,” the
French diplomat François de Callières wrote
in 1716.) But how much power to shape
events does an ambassador really have? In
light of the conspiracy theories that have proliferated during the current standoff between
the US and Russia, two recent books couldn’t
have come at a more opportune time. The
first, McFaul’s memoir, From Cold War to
Hot Peace, recounts his experiences as
Obama’s main Russia hand and then ambassador during Putin’s revanchist third term.
The second, Alexander Etkind’s biography
Roads Not Taken, traces the life of William
C. Bullitt, the first American ambassador to
the Soviet Union. Taken together, the books
provide a valuable picture of the aspirations—
and the limitations—of diplomatic engagement during critical moments in US-Russian
relations over the past century.
McFaul’s dealings with Russia predate
his appointment as ambassador by several
decades. Research trips to the Soviet Union
when he was a student in the 1980s left him
with an enduring fascination with the country and convinced him that Russia deserved
48

duty to promote Russia’s democratic development, or, from another perspective, to
“meddle” in its internal politics.
An academic by training, McFaul has
made a career spreading the good word of
liberal democracy. He is the author of many
scholarly publications on what is sometimes
derisively known as “transitionology”—the
investigation of how countries transition from
communist systems to liberal democracies—
and arguments for American-supported
“democracy promotion” shepherding those
transitions. McFaul’s intellectual, diplomatic, and personal interactions with the
country are guided by a liberal-democratic
time line that often seems less political than
it does eschatological. By his second trip to
the country, in 1985, he had already concluded that “only democratic change inside
the Soviet Union [and later Russia] would
allow our two governments and our two
societies to come closer together.” In other
words, Russia’s relations with America
would be determined by the former’s willingness to convert.
From Cold War to Hot Peace is about
the trials of democratic evangelism in a political culture as obstinate as Russia’s. McFaul
is charmingly open about his and the American government’s activities to financially
support Russian NGOs, sponsor seminars
in election campaign training, and preach
democratic ethics—activities that Putin
would later point to as interference in Russia’s domestic politics. Detailing his efforts
to aid Russian democrats in the late 1980s

no longer an observer of Russia’s revolution, but a participant.” At moments,
McFaul tries to preempt imagined critics.
“We were not ‘meddling’ in Russia’s internal
affairs,” he writes of his time with NDI,
“but invited guests of the Russian government.” He and his fellow Americans were
“helping,” “educators,” “librarians”: in a
word, missionaries.
An idealist by temperament as well as in
intellect, McFaul exhibits a lack of cynicism
that comes off as both admirable and naive.
Of the 1993 Russian parliamentary elections
he writes, “I always get excited on election
days in democracies, no matter where they
take place. There is something magical about
citizens choosing their own leaders.” Could
anyone really believe that these elections,
held a mere two months after Yeltsin battered the Russian parliament with tank fire,
were magical?
McFaul’s optimism was rewarded when
he was appointed Obama’s advisor on Russian policy in 2008. During Obama’s first
term, he was the key architect of the administration’s Russia “reset.” The reset’s goals
were modest but look ambitious in hindsight: to critically engage Russia and establish a working relationship based on common interests while pursuing American
foreign policy objectives and maintaining
“our values.” It’s now fashionable to malign
the reset as unrealistic, but, in many ways, it
was a comprehensive and forward-looking
program. Moreover, the reset produced
some tangible results: a better rapport,

albeit a brief one, between Washington and
Moscow, a new START Treaty, and the Iran
nuclear deal. These are hardly minor
achievements. Given the climate between the
US and Russia today, we are unlikely to see
anything approaching the reset’s tone and
successes for years. The reset also benefitted
McFaul professionally. Obama promoted
him from adviser to ambassador in 2011.
McFaul’s time as ambassador to Russia
was not easy. His years of democracy promotion came back to bedevil him almost immediately. It didn’t help that he arrived during
mass protests against electoral fraud in
Russia’s parliamentary elections in December 2011. He then unwisely hosted a group
of Russian oppositionists at Spaso House,
the American ambassadorial residence in
Moscow, mere days after his arrival. Combined with the fact that the Obama administration had recently increased its democracypromotion budget in Russia by $3.5 million,
and spent $9 million on “election-related
activity” in 2011 alone, the incident gave
Putin and his supine media ample ammunition to attack the United States for interfering in Russia’s electoral process.
In some ways, McFaul’s fate was sealed
from the beginning. No matter what he did
as ambassador, he could not escape being
cast as an agent of regime change. Even
before he landed in Russia, he had been
billed as a villain in Putin’s 2012 reelection
campaign. Doubling down on the conservatism and anti-Americanism of the silent
Russian majority, Putin painted Russia as a
nation under siege by internal and external
enemies and himself as the sole defender of
Russian sovereignty. Throughout his time in
Moscow, McFaul was constantly harassed
by Russian-state-television reporters and
Putin-worshipping youth groups, pilloried
on talk shows, slandered as a pedophile,
made the target of death threats, and shadowed everywhere he went by the Russian
secret services. Even his sons and wife were
tailed. By 2014, only two years after he
arrived in Moscow, McFaul was back at
Stanford University.
Given his treatment at the hands of his
Russian hosts, it’s surprising that McFaul
remains relentlessly positive about “Russia’s
long-term trajectory and our future with
Russia.” Though he admits his “Montana
optimism” might cloud his judgment, he’s
convinced that “one day” Russia will be
democratic and allied with the United
States—even if McFaul is unsure when that
day will arrive.

R

oads Not Taken presents a very different
picture of diplomatic life. Born in
1891 from aristocratic Philadelphian stock,
William Christian Bullitt was a journalist,
novelist, and unlikely diplomat. If McFaul
resembles a missionary, Bullitt was a bon
vivant who saw himself as a hard-bitten realist. Though both men argued for engagement
with Russia, Bullitt was uninterested in
spreading democracy. His conviction
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stemmed from a belief that the US was the
only power capable of containing the spread
of communism.
Virtually forgotten today, Bullitt was
perhaps the most important figure in American foreign policy toward Russia in the
twentieth century. This accolade is usually
given to George F. Kennan, but as Etkind
convincingly argues, there would be no
Kennan without Bullitt. Bullitt was Kennan’s
patron and mentor, and his positions on
Russia in 1919 presage Kennan’s “containment policy” while predating it by two
decades. An early champion of the United
States as the indispensable nation in the
wake of World War I and the Bolshevik
Revolution, Bullitt worked as a journalist
for much of the war until 1918, when he
was a delegate to the Paris Peace Conference
and pushed Woodrow Wilson to engage
Soviet Russia as a way to contain the influence of Bolshevism.
One particularly intriguing episode in
Etkind’s biography involves the now forgotten deal Bullitt almost brokered with
Lenin to end the Russian Civil War. In early
1919, the State Department dispatched him
to Moscow under the cover of a “fact-finding
mission” to negotiate peace. With his forces
on the verge of defeat, Lenin, ever the pragmatist, proposed a deal that would have left
the Bolsheviks with a state no bigger than
that of Muscovy in the sixteenth century in
exchange for Allied recognition of the
Soviet government. Lenin gave the Allies a
month’s deadline to accept. Recognizing the
extraordinary opportunity, Bullitt lobbied
Wilson hard to get the other powers to sign
on. But a combination of illness and lack of
political will had weakened Wilson as a
peace broker, and ultimately the offer
expired. By the end of the year, the Bolsheviks’ fortunes had rebounded and Lenin was
no longer giving the capitalists any deals. A
potential road not taken.
This account is just one of several what-ifs
in Etkind’s narrative. He takes this particular
counterfactual too far, suggesting a deal with
Lenin in 1919 could have prevented Stalin,
Hitler, World War II, and the Holocaust. But
revisiting such missed opportunities can provide lessons in how not to overlook similar
ones in the future, even when those opportunities seem less than ideal. It is also a reminder
that diplomacy requires politicians and diplomats willing to take risks and improvise.
Bullitt’s willingness to argue unpopular
positions often paid off. An early advocate
for restoring formal relations with Russia, he
was appointed the first American ambassador to the Soviet Union in 1933—a role he
relished perhaps too much. As Etkind
depicts it, Bullitt’s embassy was one big frat
party. Dalliances with Russian women were
so commonplace the US State Department
complained to Bullitt that his staff “drank
too much and were ‘pawing women.’”
Rumors abounded about Bullitt’s own
affairs. Russian ballerinas, particularly the
Bolshoi’s Irina Charnotskaya and Stalin’s
favorite, Olga Lepeshinskaya, were especially
in demand. Bullitt and his deputies used to
lock Charnotskaya in a vacant embassy
room while she slept and “violently” fight
over the key. Despite the security risks of
giving so many Soviet citizens free rein in
Spaso House, Charles Bohlen, one of
Bullitt’s deputies, would recall that “I have
never had more fun or interest in my whole
life. . . . This embassy . . . is like no other
embassy in the world.” A diplomatic Disneyland, as collectivization, famine, and terror
engulfed millions of Soviet lives.

What Etkind calls the “theater of diplomacy” reached its macabre pinnacle with
Bullitt’s ostentatious Spring Festival at
Spaso House in April 1935. The ball came
at a tense time in the Soviet Union. Only
four months earlier, the Leningrad Party
boss Sergei Kirov had been murdered, sending shock waves throughout the Stalinist
leadership and society, precipitating the
arrest and execution of thousands, and paving the way for the mass terror that reached
its cannibalistic height in the winter of 1937
to 1938. Bullitt decided to organize the
party anyway.
The Spring Festival was attended by
everyone “who was anyone in Moscow,
except Stalin.” Bullitt and his team had
managed to rent roosters, baby goats, bears,
and zebra finches to give the feel of a “collective farm.” Golden nets hung from the ceiling,
flowers imported from Finland provided
color, and duck-liver pâte from Strasbourg
was served as a delicacy. The guests
included high dignitaries of the Soviet government, including Karl Radek and Nikolai
Bukharin, and luminaries of the Soviet arts,
such as Vsevolod Meyerhold and Mikhail
Bulgakov. “The future victims drank,
danced, and flirted together with their executioners, many of whom would later also
perish,” Etkind grimly notes. The ball provided the inspiration for Satan’s Ball, in
Bulgakov’s The Master and Margarita.
Etkind suggests that Bullitt, who was close
friends with Bulgakov, was himself the
model for the devil Woland, the mysterious
stranger who arrives in Moscow and turns
it upside down.
Despite (or because of) his social activities, Bullitt became increasingly disillusioned
with Stalin’s Russia. By the time he left Moscow, in 1936, Bullitt saw the Soviet Union as
the greatest threat on earth to American
interests. Engagement should continue, he
maintained, but with extreme caution—Russia should be treated as a trading partner
and as a dangerous rival. Etkind argues that
he deserves credit for presciently urging the
US to adopt a pose of caution toward the
Soviet Union. But despite the fawning praise
Bullitt heaped on FDR, the president continued to view Stalin as “Uncle Joe,” the friendly
dictator and ally, throughout the war. Bullitt
was sidelined and his views ignored until
Kennan’s “Long Telegram,” which echoed
Bullitt’s aggressive stance toward Russia,
swayed the American foreign policy establishment to adopt containment in 1946. One
person who recognized his debt to Bullitt
was Kennan himself, who observed that Bullitt unquestionably “deserved better of the
country than he received of it.” The end of
his life, he wrote, “was a sad, but not unnatural, ending for an unusually sanguine and
unjustly frustrated man.”
For Bullitt, Russia was something to be
aggressively contained. For McFaul, Russia
was ripe for proselytization. Each approach
deserves criticism as well as closer study:
Together, they illustrate how Russia, in the
American mind, is at once a potential source
of contamination and a potential convert.
Still, in spite of their limitations, both men
earnestly tried to understand Russia and creatively engage it. Given the current climate of
paranoia and distrust, we would all benefit
from more earnest attempts at understanding. Perhaps then more mutually beneficial
what-ifs could become what happened.
Sean Guillory teaches history in the Center for
Russian and East European Studies at the
University of Pittsburgh and hosts the SRB Podcast,
a weekly conversation about Eurasian history,
politics, and culture.
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